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and all that goes with
is being boomed on the Pacific
campus these days. Asilomar is
01lIy a name, but,to the students
Asilomar

It
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Junior College, Stockton, California, Friday, Nov. 29, 1940

SCA Hears
Religious
Talk

Seven of Nine Pacific Teams
Compete in W. A. T. S. Finals.

Larry Norrie, Southwes
tern Y.M.C.A. Leader,
Gives Definition of
Religion

"Religion is the giving of one
self to the sovereign good that
exists in all situations. It is that
thing that permeates democracy
PROFSSOR EDWARD
and makes it seek the sovereign BETZ,
of
the
Pacific
goodrf' So spoke Larry Norrie speech department, was
last Wednesday evening at a
named executive secretary
round table meeting of the S. C.
of the Western Association
A. cabinet.
Mr. Norrie, recently here from of Teachers of Speech at
the Honolulu Y. M. C. A. and now their recent Eos Angeles
program chairman for the Pacific meeting.
Southwest area of the Y. M. C. A.
gave this definitiion in a discus
sion on whether there.is in the
world of today a God that men
can worship and truly believe. He
said he believes there is a God
that is one with man and not sep
arate from him, but a part of all
he feels, does and says.
Latest figures, as released by
PROPAGANDA
the registrar's office, indicate an
Mr. Norrie recognized that men
have difficulty in knowing what S. J. C. enrollment increase of
to believe for conflict reigns su 135 fulltime students over the
preme and "out of conflict comes fall of 1939.
propaganda." He emphasized that
Men students number 685 and
religion must clarify some of the women 702, making a total of
PROBLEMS DISCUSSED
terms it uses and avoid 'omnibus' 1587. Of this number 686 are
Any college student is eligible words. In example of this he as
freshmen (and women, bless the
for delegation membership wheth serted 'Freedom, for which we
er he is a member of the Student strive, is, after all, only a system Lord) and 522 are sophomores.
Christian Association or not. This of controls—a system of making The remaining 379 is composed
conference is. primarily for those each person shoulder his just of 147 adults, 202 post-graduates,
students who are interested in amount of the burden. And more and 30 special students.
the serious problems of living. over, who is to say what is right HALF FROM STOCKTON
• They enter round table discus or wrong? Such a decision must
A geographical survey shows
sions on subjectss concerned with take into account the effect it
that 801 students are residents
a or problems, economics, world will have on the persons involved
peace, men and women relations, The conflict of values which de of the city, whereas 786 come
• religious living, as well as termine how a moral issue is to from areas outside the City of
gioups °n the problems concern- be decided must be limited to one Stockton.
Of the 41 counties represented
ed w»th campus life.
thing. Not, does this decision ad in the enrollment San Joaquin
here to the letter of the law, but County (outside of Stockton)
COOPERATIVE PBOJECT
'Is the right of this action adjudi leads with 245 students. Alameda
The most unique feature of the cated in the spirit of humanity'?"
County is second with 132, Con
,hyj.'?ar conference is the fact
Present at last night's meeting tra Costa third with 56, and So
s
cntire]
com' ,!
y student planned, of the cabinet were five visitors lano fourth with 21.
ed> and run on the cooperfrom Sacramento. They were Ada
asis. Thus each student is Marie Ruhl, Pat Gilkey, Barbara TWO FROM HAMAII
The territory of Hawaii is rep
<Co*Unued on page 6, column 5) Runnell, Wilton Ward and David
resented by two students and
Hart.
Nicaragua by one.
Eighteen
ASILOMAR TEA
Of special importance to all of states have contributed to the en
rollment. The states are Arizona,'
those interested in the Asilomar
Colorado, Idaho, Illinois, Indiana,
Conference, held every year by
Iowa, Maine, Missouri, Montana,
various Student Christian Asso Nevada, N. Dakota, Ohio, Okla
ciations, is the following an homa, Oregon, Utah, Washing
nouncement: On December 4, in ton, W. Virginia, and Wisconsin.
the S. C. A. a reception will be
held for those wanting to attend
the conference or interested in
hieetin^f Comnaittee at their learning about it. Refreshment
CUssed m
Tuesday night dis- will be served at 3:45 and again
and varied subjects,
Glenn
at 4:45. Promptly at 4:20 movies
dent lairi ayter' soPhomore presi- of last year's Asilomar Confer
stU(ient9 ,p ans to take a car of
ence will be shown.
C°1W, „ ° the Modesto Junior
James R. Lynch, former Stock
hiove
"yve pr -y' an unprecedented
ton J. C. student from Tracy,
eeds
"P" ten
from the Block
fp„
has recently been notified of his
°° into ih°nt raUy were slated to
appointment as a cadet to the
ner
' lr sPorts Day and DinWest Point Military Academy.
and
danCe w
tonight's PSA
He attended school here dur
ing the 1938-39 year, before enter
comPleted- In
T
,Jan
- thls will be the last
ing .the West Point Preparatory
Ce in
ter the v,n ",e gymnasium until afAll junior college sophdtnores School at the Presidio in Sar.
4s It ketba11 scason.
expecting to complete require Francisco. Lynch passed the en
Jte proh]„Unfinistled business Is ments for the Associate of Arts trance examinations with the
^EK-Lv m 0f landing out the Title in February or June, 1941, highest grade of any candidate
ng
011 Fridays. A plan is
fij„
must file a candidacy for gradu seeking the appointment. He will
Members flfsed "whereby PSA ation at the office of the junior complete his term at San Fran
'•v cal) jr| °nly PSA members college registrar, room 106, Ad cisco and will enter the military
academy in the spring.
ministration building.
iviio have been there before, it is
a name that conjures up memo
ries of a beautiful spot near Pa
cific Grove, on the shore of the
Pacific Ocean and of the unique
and wonderful conference which
is held there annually from De
cember 26 to January 2.
This student conference is so vi
tal that it brings students from
Hawaii and as far east as New
York. It is a week of concentrat
ed student study and fellowship
under the joint auspices of the
Y, W. C. A. and the Y. M. C. A.;
and is a conference which draws
the best of leaders from the larg
est universities in the country.
Such men as Fritz Kunkel, one
time member of the Psychotheraputic Institute of Berlin, George
Hedley of the Pacific School for
Workers, and others of note, are
members of the conference fac
ulty.

JAYSEE
SWELLS TO
1500

Ex Committee
Kept
topping'

West Point Calls
James Lynch,
Former Student

FILE NOW,
POTENTIAL
GRADUATES!

No. 13

Pacific Debaters
'Rate' At L. .

Twelve Students Sign

For Conference Dec. 26

:

DEBATERS GAIN
HONORS AT
TOURNAMENT

%% C CALENDAR

ASILOMAR

?

The "Queen Mary" (Prof. Betz' 1930 Cadillac) and
her entourage of twenty-one Pacificites swooped down
out ot the Tehachapis "late Sunday evening to take on
speech representatives from 7 different Western States
at the largest speech tournament on the coast. Some
——75 different schools participated
in this, the W. A. T. S. conven
tion, the Pacific squad rating
among the best.
SEVEN TEAMS SURVIVE
Seven of the nine Pacific de
bate teams survived the prelimi
naries to take part in the finals
Wednesday.
Joe Kegler and
George Kapel, leading Stockton
Junior College team, placed sec
By MILTON CALLAS
ond in the highly competitive Ju
If you chance to meet a sneezer, nior Men's Division. Tying for
Swat him promptly on the
second in Senior Men's Division
veezer.
are Biddick and Hastin, while HoThus you stiffle his cadenza,
gan and Breed lost none of their
And avoid the influenza.
three final debates, tying for
third. Valentine and Egbert were
So help us and the infirmary,
also tied for third in the Junior
if you don't watch out the influ division.
enza bug will bite you and you
All three women's teams were
in the finals, Margaret Stimmann
won't know where to scratch.
It's awful! It's tenacious! It's and Pearl Steiner nosed out of
first place in their division only
sneeky! It'll come up on you kinda
by U. S. C. Whitlock and Rhod%s
like a cold and you'll get a sore were in the finals for this di\) throat and loose your appetite sion, Eleanor Powell and Jacq/j(perish the thought) and you'll line Judge placed third, again
run a fever, and then brother, you defeated for first only by U. S. C.
Pacific's . rating In individual
have got it.
speaking was again high. Second
We fooled the influenza bug so place in Junior Women's After
it got mad and bit our roomy. Dinner speaking was taken by
Now roomy's one of the eleven Ann Rhodes; Margaret Stimmann
(at the time of writing, 3 o'clock placed third; Bill Biddick placed
Wednesday) incarcerated by the fourth in the senior men's divi
infirmary in two days and more sion. Surviving four rounds of extemp and placing third in the fin
expected in droves.
als
was Freshman Pearl Steiner.
Names make news, but the way
things are popping down infirm Jo.e Kegler, of the Junior Men's
Division was one of the seven
ary way it is all the nurses can
finalists out of some 60 entries.
do to keep up with the patients
Kapel, Powell, Stimmann and
as they arrive.
Rhodes reached the semi-finals in
their divisions of extemporane
ous speaking.
BETZ HONORED
The students weren't the onl>
ones to bring back honors, for
Professor Edward Betz, was elected-executive secretary of the Wes
tern Association of Teachers of
Speech at their convention held
Meet the refugees. People dri in the remainder of the Thanks
ven from their homes, their na giving vacation. Pxofessor Betz
tions, to our country of Amer succeeds Prof. Robert D. Clark,
ica—to the only land where lib former executive secretary. Prof.
erty, equality, fraternity, is still Clark is now the editor of the
the heritage of all. Who are "Western Speech" Magazine.
Those who attended the tourna
they? Why are they here? What
are their theories of life? What ment from Pacific were Bill Bid
dick, Kenneth Hastin, Claude Hoare their ambitions?
Hank Stein is one of them and gan, Allen Breed, • George Kapel,
he will tell of his experiences Joe Kegler, Milton Valentine,
among these people when he Frank Egbert, Irwin Gartner,
talks to members of the Cos Raymond Ray, Francis Mackey,
mopolitan Club on Monday af Weldon West, Eleanor Powell,
ternoon. After Hank has pre- Jacqueline Judge, Margaret Stim
sened a background for discus mann, Pearl Steiner, Iola Whit
sion the club will talk over these lock, Ann Rhodes, Profs. Robert
five questions: 1. How many refu Clark and Betz and Mrs. Betz.
gees have come to America? 2.
What are their religious affilia
tions? 3. Do they receive public
relief? 4. Are they taking jobs
from Americans? 5. Are they
members of a Nazi fifth col
The metal craft and jewelry
umn?
The meeting will take place class met Monday night at the
under the leadership of Ralph home of Mr. Carl C. Cook at
Fellerson at 4:15 p. m., Monday Hunter and Alpine Streets, to
in the S. C. A. Everyone is in view his collection of precious
vited to attend
gems and minerals.

FLY FLU,

SHOO,
TOO!

Refugees
Ambitious
To Be Told

Students View
Many Jewels

U
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By ALLEN BREED

PACIFIC WEEKLY

,
k
Republicans) and we can sit doJj ,b«
olan for the Christmas vacation tv a"<l
coming.
What would college
do without some vacation to look f0 nt«
to?
The feeling that is prevalent1
the campus today is that college
^1 ° 1 1 1 4
b e a s w e l l p l a c e i f t h e r e w e r e n ' tso
studies and classes to interior with p y
celebrated Thanksgiving (inclu

Published every Friday during the College
year by the Pacific Student Association. Entered
as second class matter October 24, 1924, at the
Postoffice, Stockton, California, under the Act of
March 3, 1879. Acceptance for mailing at special
rate of postage provided for In Sectioon 1103,
October 3, 1917, authorized October 24, 1924.
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Well, by now the entire ,lati.

JANET McGINNIS, Editor
Phone 3 0206 or 9-9121
IRVINE SPRAGUE, Manager
Phone 2-3712 or 9-9121
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BREED'S CONTEMk

1941

Press

Editorial Board
JESSIE HANNAY, News
LESLIE KNOLES, Society
BOB CONAWAY, Sports
JEANNE. DAGG, Feature
JERROLD WALKER, Makeup
FRANCES WATSON, Desk
ADELE SCOBLE, Exchange
TOM WOODRUFF, Photography
MARGIE CRAW, Advertising Associate
MISS ELEANER McCANN, Faculty Advisot
REPORTERS: Miriam Adams, Doris Bowring, Milton Callas, Rose Ann Chatton, Jack
Coale, Ellen Colvan, Helen Culver, Harriet David
son, Jean Davis, Joan Edwards.
Jack Friend, Biddle Frost, William Grant,
Don Jonte, Earl Klapstein, Don La Moine, WUla
McDonald, Betty Morrison, Warren Nielsen.
Elvin Platti, Rollie Romo, June Trangen, Jack
Toomay, Bob Warren, Katherine Wheeler, Iola
Whitlock, Eleanor Powell, Merceita Voorhees.

• DESERVING
DEBATERS
Fresh tribute once more should be
strewn on the heads of the returning de
baters and of their professor-leader Ed
ward Betz.
Pacific forensic leaders for several
years have attained high honors for them
selves and the school for their outstand
ing work. This last event adds still fur
ther impetus to the grand climax they
are reaching.
We oftentimes accept forensic leaders
too lightly because of their prolific vic
tories. Each time that these men and
women compete more people learn of
Pacific and the great opportunities that
are ours for the asking. So each time
that these leaders speak our institution
and, through it, we ourselves prosper.
Professor Betz' appointment as execu
tive secretary of the Western Association
of Teachers of Speech is assuredly well
deserved, and a true, tribute to his work.
More power to you all . . . debaters
and professors alike!

TODAY WE YAM
A MEN
Stockton Junior College is really
growing up!
A unique .organization in the United
States, our Jaysee has grown and im
proved through the five years of its exist
ence until now it rivals the best in Cali
fornia.
There a*e now eighteen states, the
Territory of Hawaii, and Nicaragua mak
ing up the enrollment. 'The football
team is among the leaders of the confer
ence. The campus is one of the most
beautiful on the coast. The teaching
staff is without par and is augmented
by members of the senior college staff.
The students have access to one of the
best music conservatories in the United
States and in the Little Theatre an
organization which has spread its fame
far and wide. No one can deny the fact
that Stockton Junior College has a bril
liant future and that it will continue to
grow bigger and better in years to
come.
E. P.
"One of the great problems facing our
country is how to secure respect for law
and order. We must abolish the breed
ing places of crime."—Dr. O. Myking Mehus, president of Winona (Minn.) Stat"
Teachers' college cites ineffectiveness o
the prison system and calls for a new ap
proach to the crime problem.

l. .....
i - CAPITOL
CiPTTOT,
AT
THE
But for a few minutes let us loot ;
* _
(n
ho wrnnl/l
• , hav 11)t.Q
the changes
in +the
world «..k
which
B
.
'
—
aJuAUAA
•
u
0(L
J Ofc
c u r r e d in our absence.
In the
spot light we find the President Cm°- a|
the newsmen by canceling both "of^f
regular press conferences. While
nation waits to see what the Presid? 6
ent
-will bring back from his latest "fkhi*
ulQg
»»
<+
la
hoinir
i,_
conference," it is being openly predict^
a r o u n d t h e c a p i t a l t h a t t h e Johnson Z
would b e r e p e a l e d . T h i s a c t was to
h i b i t t h e l o a n i n g of f u n d s t o nations that
were default on World War I debts, if it
was not repealed, it is believed that
way to work around it will be f 0Un{ T
Public opinion has changed a great deal
since the start of the present war, and
if it continues at the present rate, there
should be no trouble in repealing the act
With the destruction of v mauy of Bril
tain's aircraft industries, it is also Z
lieved that the President will gi ve e d? "
land even more airplanes than the 5o'i
which she has been promised already, ft
is not a question of how much we should
help Britain, but rather a cold fact that
we are doing everything short of war.
The future is not too much of a question
mark, but I am not going to stick my
neck out on a prediction as I did last
time. I might be right this time!!!
... As congress continues to sit and
wait for a quorum so that it may
adjourn, Capitol Architect David
Lynn paces up ami down, hoping
ami praying that the roof will hold
together. The 120-ton ceiling over
the House, and the OO-ton ceiling
He was just a little shaver,
over the Senate, have been con
maybe eight or ten years at the
most. Gosh how he would like
demned for some time, and if Con
to see that Turkey-day game here
gress ever decided to stay away for
in the stadium! But those darn
six months, Mr. Lynn would not only
guards—they wouldn't let their
give a sigh of relief, hut he could
own shadow in without some
By HERM SAPIRO
build them a new one with the
kind of a ducat, the dirty bums.
money that Congress finally appro
Any of you gates that happen
Ah! the guard's lookin' away!
to be in San Francisco this Sat
priated to hun.
Just hopes he keeps it up.
The little fellow is going to try urday night should hit the Pal ACROSS THE ATLANTIC
J .
it again. He looks at the guard. ace Hotel at least once during
Jumping
over
to
the
other
side
of the
—Then at the fence.—Now at the evening. Artie Shaw's swell Atlantic we find the most massive at
outfit
terminates
its
engagement
the hole.—He's going to try it!
tacks yet launched bringing death to
One leg is over, now the other. at the spot on that night, and thousands, and destruction to many mili
Russ
Morgan
and
band
(set
to
A fast drop down and he's in.—
are).
But for how long? Now he's follow Shaw at the Palace) will tary objectives (what ever they
sneaking fast spurt up the slope also be on the bandstand. The Germany started the current, raids
Shaw and Morgan crews should nearly destroying the famous old town
and into the stands.
really jam the joint, so don't of Coventry. The crushing blow to 1S
•With a great sigh of relief the miss them.
city suggested that the same thing cou
guard turns around and smiles
Incidentally, the Palace has happen to other British cities. It w
into the press box. He knew it
done a great piece of work in very probable that this death blow wa
all the time.
keeping San Francisco from be
ing a stronghold of corn. The an attempt to break the moral ot
hostelry has had some of the na English people before U. S. produc >e
tion's best swing crews in the would give Britain an edge over
Rose Room bowl during the past many. But if this raid is a sample
force,
couple of years, and the crowds the strength of
ui the
tuc German air ,
flocking there have proven that then why hasn't she destroyed the
swing is still a potent force at industrial cities? The only answer there
the box office.
can be is that German r e s o u r c e s can n®1
By
BASIE IN HUFF
keep up these large imuu
raids regiularly-. A'0(
•vc-cjt,
HUNI
Count Basie is in a huff at his though England has a n s w e r e d e ^
booking agency, according to Germany's raids with one of h eI "
Turkey! Turkey!
last reports. It seems that Mu she has devoted most of her attention
Everywhere—
sic Corporation of America has
^ pj ee t
Boy!
kept the Count on the road for wiping out Italy.
The Eastern Mediterranean - ^
Am I stuffed!
too long a time without giving
went into the "Mare Nostrum" l3St tc
Now that the Republican him a chance at a spot with a
Not being 3
Thanksgiving is over—i^sterday radio wire. The Count is smart and cleaned house.
lure
the
Italian
fleet
out into the op«»'
enough
to
realize
that
his
band
you know—the turkeys can set
Italia"
tle down to a long rest. At least, is at a definite disadvantage un the English went right int<Y the
until Christmas. It's been asked less he can reach the listening homeport and fought in MuBSolim ® ^
public over the air, but MCA, on
whether or not Mr. FDR is going
yard. Anchoring their boats ° utfel the
to move Christmas ahead a the other hand, makes much port, the English sent bombers ° v 'f r t j lt v
week? We don't know, but we larger commissions from the sale Italians all night. With the dawn ^ jp
think it would be a bad idea. of the band on one-nighters withdrew without losing a sing e ^ ]g j*
Think of it—the fellows receiv around the country. Basie has If the facts are true as given to
0(
ing those gaudy purple ties with even gone so far as 'to threaten
breaking
up
his
band
to
join
Ben
news
reporters
on
the
scene,
ovei
^jspink polkadots from their Aunt
c .jggrs
Hatties TWICE in one year! ny Goodmans new combo as pi the Italian fleet is now out of
anist. This is probably a bluff sion. This not only freed many 1
it
That would be too much.
to make MCA offer him more lu
Go to see Lois Wheeler's crative bookings, but you never for convoy work on the Atlantic,.^
also acted as a stiff bracer to & . f j C
version of
Pirandello's SIX can tell in the band business.
CHARACTERS IN SESARCH
morale which had suffered a
n trj'Well, Bunny Berigan is back
OF AN AUTHOR. And if you
blow after the bombardment at
- tl>e
in
the
stick-waving
racket.
It
don't want to listen to Pirandello,
After much bragging and te 1
don't! Just look at LaVerne just seems that he'll never learn. world what he was going to <fo o ar iui eS
Jean Nicolas instead. You won't After his terrific floperoo on his
hl
regret it. The Black and White thought he'd have enough sense Greece, Benito Mussolini found ® orW ai<t£
vi "
of this show are Sylvia Schwartz thought he'd haxe enough sense backing up instead of moving
and Marcellyn Battilana. You to go back to the secure life 0f Although he claimed that all * priti"
„n#
figure out which one is which. being a highly paid side man tories were merely the work
peoP
- —T vru-AOD When he joined Tommy Dorsey propaganda, he reported to
r"
i few months ago, it l'ookcd as
that
all
Greek
attacks
were
^
^
•hough he was finally set, but
pulsed. But who ever heard °/ ^g!
• C Oi
Continued on page i column .?/
ing army having t.o repulse aG 3 '

Little Man
Has
Busy Day

J

STAGESTRUCK

J
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SKIERS HOLD

1 [

vvj

The skiing fraternity on the
Pacific campus held its first of
ficial meeting Monday night in
Weber hail, opening the club's

Wheeler Is Student
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FOU | B|OW

FIRST
MEETING

Lois

-^

^m"nf°rthecon,inffseason

Crossways Lists
Before-Christmas
Meetings

Claimed
By 'Keeds'
Motto: Don't Get Too
Chummy With
Ancient Chinese Eggs

BLOCK QUALIFICATIONS
The club's policy for the com
ing year is to have shorter and
0f pjrandello
m°Te, liVely
business meetings,
it wasn't told to anybody in
and if Monday night's session is
pai
ticular, but it's getting around.
an example, things are really go
jjy pil l' HUNEFELD
There s something rotten in
ing
to
"pop."
_j»ho the Italian dramatStockton.
^ works
During the short business
Now, first of all, how do you
iS
S so he wrote SIX CHAR meeting held, Bill Schedler an like
your eggs? Do you like 'em
TS IN SEARCH OF AN nounced that he had received scrambled, sunny side up, soft or
SoR. Lois Wheeler wanted qualifications for block and nu hard boiled, or five years old'
L a student director, so she merals from BUI Jester of the SCENE
t0 Sliced
the alorementioned California Ski team and they
Anyway, the scene was a res
which opened last night in will be presented to the board taurant in Tuxedo; the time: 6:24
of athletic control soon for apPacific's Studio Theatre.
last Monday evening; the charprovaL
SCISOAA also brings up a ques
actors: Vernon Bell, Milton CalWALLACE TALKS
las, and Henry Harrington, By
tion that is important to every
Mr. Frank Wallace, president of ron Harvey and Nick Suntzeff
would be writer, dramatist, or ac
the Stockton Ski Club, gave a
Preceding the action was a dis
tor Is the author of any play the
short talk on "The Advantages of cussion of the customs and cul
master of his characters, or are
Belonging to a Ski Club."
ture of China. Said discussion in
the characters the master of the
Three well known skiiers were
author. Pirandello, in a loud, talky present at the club's first meet cluded foods and then degenerat
and sometimes noisy manner, ing. They were Bud Smith of Van- ed into a discussion of the delicatability of the Chinese delicacy
asks this question and then per
e
derfords at Donner Summit; A1
mits his characters to answer it Zuckerman, class "B" man from °f Sf?s that have been exhumed
from the good earth after a pe
for him.
Stockton, and Mrs. Berniece Wal riod of several years.
HAS WEIR® THEME
lace, class "C" also of Stockton.
Suntzeff, who spent several
Miss Wheeler, as the director,
The next meeting is scheduled years of his youth in China and
has had a difficult time producing for Monday night, December 2, at has partaken of the delicacy, vol
such a play with so varied a eight o'clock in Weber Hall. The unteered to procure some "speci
theme. In fact, the entire play is theme of the meeting is to be mens," which brings the plot to
so out of the ordinary, it is worth "Exercises Emphasized."
the time of action.
seeing, if for only this reason.
ACTION
The opening curtain is remindAction: Suntzeff raised his
spoon to deal the blow as others
ul of that smash hit, OUR TOWN.
stood back, all but Harvey, it was
Perhaps, it might even be called
his spoon. The spoon decended
unique.
and rendered the shell. The ac
The Six Characters furnish the
tion was continued as noses were
action with Feiton Fletcher, the
held and Suntzeff was regarded
father, and LaVerne Jean Nich
as a total stranger.
ols, the step-daughter, as the prin
Consensus of opinion was P U
cipals. Fletcher is inclined to be a
The traditional box of candy
bit statuesque at times, and has served to announce to friends in and the manager turned on the
strained and awkward limb move Davis, last Saturday, that Jean air conditioning unit. Steps have
ments; but if one forgets his ap McBride and Ernest Stanford, been taken to continuee the liai
pearance and listens only to his both of that town, are betroth son between earth and egg.
voce, Fletcher is satisfactory.
ed.
The announcement came as a
NICOLAS STANDS OUT
Easily the standout in the en surprise following a shower that
tire show is LaVerne Jean Nicol Jean gave for one of her girl
friends. The couple plan to be
as, as the voluptuous, hardened
married in a year and a half
step-daughter. For such a new
after Jean has completed her
comer to the COP Studio Theater college work.
she steals every scene with ease.
Jean is a junior in the College
Having to take a back seat
With only a little polishing and of Pacific, being a music major.
once more, the intramural golf
slightly better speech control, Her fiance is a gradaute student
tournament will be postponed
Miss Nicolas should be ready or at the University of California at until next Friday, December 6.
the Upstairs Theatre.
Davis.
COMPLICATIONS
Doris Wudell as the brooding
This was announced late today
mother is weak in a strong sort
by Coach Earl Jackson atfer a
o£ way. That is, her performance
consultation with Chris Kjeldsen,
»s it is now is not flexible enough.
co-operator of intramurals. The
is kept too much in monotone
reason, says Coach Jackson: "The
c tons, and the audience can not
varsity football team is playing in
quite feel sorry enough for her.
Chico at 2:30 that afternoon and
tut Trulsson was too melodrathe champ Cub team is playing
atic aS the son, but his part perModesto here the same evening;
so not to have any conflicts, it
®
else. Jim Keilty as
"f harassed stage manager made
At a formal ceremony thirty- was decided to postpone it."
The golf toufnament
nextular 00 'figety by his jerky, irreg- three campus coeds were initi
movements. Sometimes he ated into the Zetagathean club week will be held at 4:15 at the
Spoke so
rapidly, he was hard to Thursday evening, the ritual be Stockton Municipal golf course
understand. Jack Devoe was seen ing performed by Janet Lehman, and will consist of 13 holes of
touch
match play.
more than he was heard as president, and her officers.
the
Following the ceremony, which LITTLE TENNIS
y
son TUne b°y: while Niles T™15'
was conducted in the SCA room,
During the past week there has
with tu' outsb°ne the entire cast
exception of Miss Nico- a short program was presented been little activity in the tennis
las.
and refreshments were served. courts with only a few more half
A regular business meeting was games to be played—due to the
FOR WOODFORD
conducted preceding the initia coming of sudden darkness. As
arrestfn" a"d griPPinU- with an tion, at which final plans were
Man, S appearance—this was made for the Zetagathean formal these games are finally complet
ford^c* Pace—Dorothy Wood dance to be held at the Hotel ed, It will be decided whether the
sman >fS ^u^ord had a very Wolf, December 7 from 9 to 1. Omega Phi or Men's Dorm shall
she left a very favorabipr° e'
Plans also were made for a be the tennis champs for '40.
tation 1|ra'H'ess'on. Her characteri- Christmas party at the next regu
sPokp i?St something when she lar club meeting, December 5.
The assembly last Thursday
Coeds who took the Zetaga was carried on in rally form and
tnturp u' watch f°r her in the
thean pledge and vows are Na was under the direction of Doug
S i - S ' s '
m°si ^fa Schwartz makes the omi Dickinson, Lorraine Miles, Powell.
ttle i
er minute part, and as Eleanor Bertkau, Helen Grater,
Pa
IBB
attract; 'ng Iady> she was a very Lorraine Harrington, Dorothy
lord tRC °ne" P^he Miss Wood- BraghettA, Betty Keller, Martha | l f
Prudy Niles, Dorothy
soe m
G au(hence will want to Keller,
I Secretarial
Goodwin, Eva jean Brennan, Bev
hei
| Civil Service
erly
Heller,
Kathleen
Ayres,
Mars
large c
exceptionally jorie Watson, Francis Kentor,| Higher Accountancy
j
Howard *!- f°r a Studio Show are Marion Thisby, Mary Winsor, (Free employment service.|
asassa> Marcella Dobrai. Aiiic
Am
sin,
Marion Conchete, Mary Louise
Mary r-?n (,ossett, v/arren Mohr, De Arrieta, Florence Bagby,
Stefan
Holmes, Bud Thalia Heim, Barbara Daniels,
stance' <Ya-rccllyn Battilana, Con- Jeanne Drew, Lillian Fceuh,| ,
. (Sinice 1896)
den. Tho ,ter' and Barbara Cad- Zell Holmes, Doris McAllister,
tonighi ,S *°u WBI be given again
Eleanor Powell, Vera Rodoni,
j
8:0(j p and tomorrow night at
everly Spitzer, Virginia Tilton, I California at Weber
Stockton
•>-1
' m. All seats are unroserv- Dorothy Garibotto, Rosalie
tw'enty-xtve cents.
- -"land, and Louise Grater.

Producer of Drama
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M

Candy
Tells of
Engagement

Miss Carolyn Shrodes, profes
sor in the English department,
and Dr. Clarence Larson, chem
istry professor, were speakers for
the Meeting of the Crossways
yesterday afternoon in the Stud
ent Christian Association build
ing.
Next Thursday at 4:15 Dr. Oli
ver M. Butterfield of the depart
ment of sociology and family re
lations, will be the final speak
er in the series "I Believe, con
cerning the philosophy of life
and concept of God. All inter
ested are invited.
The Dec. 12 meeting will be
devoted to a discussion of the
celebration and symbolism of
Christmas. Prof. Irving Coleman
also on the English staff, and
the Rev. George Foster Pratt,
rector of St. John's Episcopal
Church, will tell of the meaning
of Christmas to the Christian
and to the non-Christian.
Educational features of WLB,
University of Minnesota radio sta
tion, are being rebroadcast by ten
stations in Minnesota and the Dakotas.

French Doll
Exhibit Here
Dec. 3. 4
Forty-three French dolls, beau
tifully costumed to represent life
of old France, will be on exhibit
December 3 and 4 in the Student
Christian Association Building
from 1:30 to 5:30 p. m. and 7:00
to 9:00 p. m. on Tuesday, and
from 9:00 a. m. to 12:00 noon
Wednesday.
PRESENTED BY FRANCE
The dolls were presented to
the French department of the
College of Pacific by the French
Consul, Monsieur Rodger Gaucheron, in San Francisco. The dolls
were formerly a part of the
French exhibit on Treasure
Island. lOne hundred additional
dolls, some representing early
California history, presented by
Mrs. Robert Bastian and Miss
Mary Barbara Baer, will also be
on display.
Kappa Pi Alpha, senior wom
en's honor society, is sponsoring
the exhibit for the benefit of
Red Cross war relief.
The admission for children will
be ten cents, for students of high
school and college age, fifteen;
and twenty-five cents for adults.

AGAIN THIS WEEK AT THE WONDER

A Campus Co-Ed
To Help You Dress for the Many Coming
Holiday Affairs

Golf Tourney
Postponed
For Week

Zetagathean*
Initiate
Thirty-three

you want a job—

oS°f

\

| Humphrey's j
| School of Business

j

Miss Jean Strong
Again this Saturday the Wonder will have one of
our , College of the Pacific co-ed's to help you with
your shopping problems. Drop in to talk and "shop
with our college representative.
.lean will wear this sport ensemble of a brown flannel
skirt and a brown and yellow wool jersey jacket, with match
ing accessories Saturday in the sports department of The
Wonder.

THE UUOnDER
340 E#«t Mam Straat

STOCKTON

Ptw* 6-6871

=====

=
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LESLIE KNOLES, Editor

Sororities Invite

Trots To Meetings
Last

aight

was exchange-meeting time

„

Phi Archania, and Rhizomta went en masse to
drcle for their regular Thursday night meetings r°'
The particulars were decided upon last WeP\
nean Beulah Watson met with the members 0f ^
the P.
Dean neu
•Hellenic and -

'BOB AND BEV
ARE NOW
MR. AND MRS French Club

ELEY

This week I have several apolo
gies to make, it seems. First, to
the "Termites. I was misin
Inter-fY
Councils to discuss the
formed as to your true purpose
purpose of the meetWs^1
and X am very sorry that I said
q"ai"',he
what I did about you. Dear read
S,"
In an old world atmosphere,
different
houses as well rs 0{,
ers, the Termites are banded to
as to,
Miss Beverly Wright became Mrs.
cuss current camPus p^'
Robert Bastian Wednesday eve
gether not for jam sessions, but
and to just have a good i
ning, November 20 in an ejgtu
"for the purpose of fellowship
Next spring two mot^e
o'clock ceremony at Walnut
and to better their college careers
meeting nights will be1 h —Cha,i
with the backing of an organiza
held.
Creek.
The ceremony, which was held To show off their newly ac AT MU ZETE
tion with which they could en
quired
French
dolls
the
French
joy college life to the fullest ex
at the home of Mr. and Mis.
Mu Zeta Rho, Alpha
John Kitchen, Jr., was enhanced club gave a formal dinner in the
tent"— unquote! And, they want
no new members. ... To Stan
by the light from many candles SCA building last Wednesday for Phi, and Tau Kappa'^ fl
Rutherford and Jo Bergeron I
as the couple repeated their cows. members and their guests.
a joint exchange
exchanp-o .meeting
f ld *
Strips of red, white and blue night at Mu Zeta Rho p'f k
apologize for saying they are go
Miss Wright's gown was of
ing steady, as, you have gath
white silk faille, styled with a paper adorned the horse shoe ment for the evening Wa„ nai
ered by now, they aren't.
long waistline and a full, gather table. Napkins were in the same ed by the Archites, who
And to some of the people who
ed skirt. The top was gathered colors, and down the center were lesque social reports"
bl
are curious about my identity,
and tucked and the short sleeves the French dolls. American and
were
given
by
Bill
I should like to say that I do not
are full at the shoulder. She French flags were placed about
Warden Piccardo and Ed Fav
live in a sorority or a fraternity,
wore a full length net veil gath the room.
Willie Rempler, Archania pre,
but my school address is "Wom
ered at the back and held by or
Th'e Household Art and Science
en's Hall." (And if you want
ange blossoms. She carried white club, in cooperation with the se dent, presided over the
my telephone number, I'll gladly
nior college advanced food class, The extemporaneous debate "
ROBERT ELEY, former roses.
tell you that, too!)
The bride's sister, Miss Virgin served the French dinner. The carried on by two men from
Pacific
student
prominent
Betty Morrison and Dave Gay
ia Wright, was maid of honor, menu consisted of French onion chania and two women from t
Ja
have been seen together quite a in Little Theatre work and and she wore a green velveteen soup, potatoes and gravy, string Kappa Kappa.
bit lately. . . . And did you see now teaching at McClatchy gown with full skirt and short
After the meeting refreshmen,
beans,
French
style,
turkey
and
the orchid Betty was sporting Hi, is on the way to the sleeves. She carried bronze chrys
last Monday? . . . Bob Dewey a l t a r w i t h E L E A N O R anthemums and wore a strand of dressing, French relishes, includ were served by Mu Zeta Rh0.
is enjoying "Boogey Woogey" WHEELER, Stockton girl. pearls given her by her father. ing trouffles, pickled chestnuts AT EPSILON
and garden snails, and French
with Polly Shapero, now. . . .
The bride was given in mar
custard
ice cream.
Don't you think, Martin Plocher
It might have been 25 year
riage by Mr. Kitchen, the cere
H. A. and S. girls serving the ago, and the scene could "hav
and Virginia Newman look cute
mony being performed by a min
dinner and doing "K. P." duty been a joint meeting of two o
together? . . . Dubb Smallwood
ister from Walnut Creek.
and Bette Jean Otto have been
Best man was Mr. Will Challis were Geraldine Griggs, Rose the oldest literary societies in thi
hitting it off quite well together,
of San Francisco, an Offiega Phi mary Stridner, Roberta -Smith, west, for Epsilon and Rhizomi;
too! . . . Phyllis Grimshaw has
Alpha Fraternity brother of the Dorothy McBride, Dorothy Fran had just such a meeting last evt
been wearing one of Bob Kencis, Dorothy Goodwin, Sara Cam
Announcements were sent out bride-groom. Mr. Irving Fritz, an eron, Sally Jones, Nadine Proth ning at the Epsilon House. Surely
yon's pins. Does this mean it's
other
fraternity
brother,
played
last week that Robert Eley and
the real thing, Phyllis?
ers, Jean Strong, Lucile Wilson with not quite the formality t
the wedding march.
Fray and Braggiotti, the great Eleanor Wheeler are betrothed.
Polly
Parson and Nicky Ficovich twenty-five years ago, but will
After the ceremony the rela
Eleanor is the daughter of the
pianists, entertained many at
Singing of the Marseilles pre all the strength of purpose th<
tives
and
friends
were
served
a
their concert the other evening, Wheelers of Stockton, having at buffet super in the large dining ceded the dinner. After the en two organizations, membership
but afterwards were seen enter tended the Dominican College in rooms.
tree, stories and jokes were told strong, turned out to discuss the
taining Jackie Parker and Janet San Rafael. She is the sister of
and
French songs sung. A read topic of the evening. The futile
When
the
bride
and
groom
left
Hampton. This is Jackie's sec Lois Wheeler, well-known for her on their short trip, Mrs. Bastian ing in English, a piano solo by- subjeqt was "Shall We, Can We,
ond annual date with Jacques Little Theater work here at Pa wore a biege wool dress with Irving Fritz, choir singing of the and Will We Recall Formal
Fray, but only the first for Janet cific.
Bob was a member of Omega brown accessories and muskrat Barcarolle, portrayal of a French Week-Ends?"
with Mario Braggiotti. . . . By
coat. Their new home is on Pa skit written by Mrs. O'Bryan,
Jean Arnot, and Tony Ficovich,
the way, Janet, how do you re Phi Alpha while attending Paci cific Avenue, where Mrs. Bastian
member which Mario you go out fic. He was prominent in dra will be near the college. She is violin solo by Philip Alosi, and as presidents of their respective
with? Once it's Mario Aguirre, matic work, being a member of to receive her Bachelor of Arts chorus singing of more French houses, took joint chairmanship
songs followed the dinner.
of the meeting. Leading the dis
then Mario Braggiotti. A bit con Theta Alpha Phi, the national degree in June.
Programs were printed entirely cussion for Epsilon Lambda Sig
honorary dramatic fraternity.
fusing isn't it?
The former Miss Wright is edi in French. Eighty persons were ma was Eloise Smith, and Rho
Bette Hunefeld enjoyed a Since attaining his masters de
weekend in San Francisco re gree here, in 1939, Bob has been tor of the Naranjado, a member present.
Lambda Phi's chief debater was
of Mu Zeta Rho sorority and
cently, celebrating her eighteenth teaching at McClatchy High Kappa
Bob
Henning. After the discus
Pi Alpha, senior women's
birthday. Did you have fun, Bet school in Sacramento. His home honor society.
sion meeting the girls of Epsilon
Smoky
Joe,
Negro
trainer
at
town is Anaheim, California.
te?
North Carolina state for many served refreshments, and the RhiMust close—can't find much
years, has thrown away his rab zites put on a program.
news—too much turkey!!
The University of Minnesota
In addition to fraternity awl
Rug Cuttings
bit's foot and acquired a fox's
print shop has a staff of 33 linosorority members present was
foot as a luck charm.
Mrs. Florence Graham, house
More than 80 University given typists, pressmen, cutters and
(Continued from page 8)
scholarship^ were recently award binders.
mother of Epsilon, and several
Bunny and Tommy had a beef. food chance to really dig the faculty members and their wives.
ed students at the University of
Texas.
The campus of Drew university From here, it looks as though Shaw band because its air shots
Berigan has a slight touch of the from the Palace have been pretty AT ALPHA THETE
covers 120 acres.
fathead
with resulting complica sparse and at odd times. His
At Alpha Theta Tau last night
LAST TIMES TODAY
tions.
new spot is without doubt the could be heard sounds of fewGENE ALTR1
-GROVE NEEDS DORSEY
JIMMY D U R A N T E
best on the Coast for publicizing nine protests and arguments as
it
Artie Shaw is to follow Tom a band. Those of-you who have well as strong and mighty mascu
Melody Ranch"
my Dorsey at the Palladium in been listening to Tommy's broad- line opinions, for this was t e
Los Angeles. This will give us a casta frequently can readily see night of an exchange - meeM
'Passport To Alcatraz"
that the band is just about the with Omega Phi Alpha. The t«^
hottest thing in the game. All organizations met to discuss
this air time doesn't hurt it much-talked of formal we^n
r™el\ ilCreS hopin£ the local discontinued by the admims
Grove books the Dorsey dervishes tion last year. Sarah Cameron'
in for a one-nighter. They ought
cauforn'A THEME
Hugh McWilliams, being
pack the house to the rafters.
•
respe^
presidents of
w their -- jor

Gives
Dinner

Betrothal
News Told

li

!1

SOCIETY

With Malice
Towards
None

m

-i
'>' I
rsl 'fei

houses, were joint chairmen
the evening.
r(.

Following the discussion *
freshments were served )
girls and entertainment vva
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, STARTS SATURDAY

1 hey Drive By
Night"

'Frontier Crusader'
First Run Western

Geo. Haft %

.. JOHN WAYNE
WILLIAM

•/j

POWELI
MYRNA

f

ALBERT DEKKER

•v BRODERICK CRAWFORD
p

PAISCHA AUER
SILLY GILBERT ANN A LEE

i JOE PASTERNAK PROOUCTMC

"I'm Nobody's
Sweetheart Now"
40c Eve. and Sun

Military Academy

HE Wig O'KEEEE
Constance MOOHE

Ann Sheridan
And —

'Rhythm On
the River"

vided by the boys.
University of

Alum*

Illinois

Pel

News reports 85 to 90
, j,
1940 graduates are empl°>
work of their choice.

Crosby Q Mary Mar,:,.
Basil Hathbone

STARTS

WEDNESDAY

The Great
McGinty"
BIUAN DOJJLEV V
AKIJf TAIIIUOPP

DanCe Girl, Dan
ce
Maureen o-haha
WCHLE IIALI,
f'OUIS HAYWARD

COMING

KAY

NYSE
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Turkey

BETTY, ERNIE WED

Shares
Excitement

Dwayne Mears
"Breaks"
In Print

Ski School Meets
Monday Eve

This coming Monday night the
Stockton Ski Club will hold the
Dwayne Mears crashed through
first meeting of its annual ski
the center of the Notre Dame line
school. It will be held in the
right into the Naranjado.
South Hall of the Civic Auditori
Received from, Indiana this
um, beginning at 7:45 p. m.
week was an action shot of the
Tp add interest to the first
game, showing* Tigers' at their
j session, Dr. Frank Howard of
best, which will be one of the
I San Rafael will show his famous
many pictures appearing in the
color movies of last year's big
athletic section of the yearbook. meets.
Neil J. McCarty, editor of "The
Clubs throughout central Cali
Dome" annual, also sent to. Bev
fornia have been invited to come
erly Wright Bastian two candid
to the opening after the meeting.
Shots of Amos Alonzo Stagg and
his boys taken on the sidelines A1 Zuckerman. Ward Tyior and
during the game. These, too, will Frank Wallace will discuss vari
appear in the Naranjado.
ous phases of ski technique.

The excitement in the Wilson
home in Oakland on Thanksgiv
ing
Pay was caused by more
than turkey, because official an
nouncement was made of the be
trothal of Mary Wilson and Her
bert Martin Durlam. Announce
ments were then sent _ to the
many friends of the couple.
Mary is a freshman here, be
ing an art and home economic
major. She is a pledge of Alpha
Theta Tau sorority.
Her fiance, Herb Durlam, is
from Lebanon, Oregon, where,
after school for some time in
Portland, he has been with the
Lebanon Construction Company.
The couple plan to be married
next summer, after which, they
will live in Washington while
Mr. Durlam completes his serv
ice with the National Guard.
Their permanent home will be
made in Lebanon, when Mr. Dur
lam resumes his work there.
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Pacific Ave Shops
GET YOUR HAIR CUT AT

On The Air
By MAX GOBEL

Shop On Pacific

BOB'S

Avenue

BOB'S BARBER SHOP

2008 PACIFIC AVE.
This past Sunday Pacific gave
the nation a really professional
show on the Music and American
Youth series. This writer has
heard many favorable comments
about the program, both from lo
cal listeners and from remote
listeners.
Between howling winds, rag
ing thunder and lightning, blood
2026 PACIFIC AVENUE
curdling laughs, and eerie voices,
(IN BLACK'S)
Radio Stage presented Hubert
White's original radio drama
"Saul—Comes to Heaven." This
'Where Price and Quality Meet'
column has gone to press before
Former Student Body proxy, ERNIE ATKINSON and
PHONE 2-7481
any reports came in covering the
program. But it is safe to say his bride, BETTY BARRY ATKINSON, Alpha Thete's
that it was one of the best ex late president, are shown here cutting their wedding
Photo By Bastian
perimental plays given over the cake at their marriage.
campus air-lanes. We hope that
"Your Neighborhood
the audience was as favorably
Jeweler"
impressed as those who per
formed Wednesday night.
Specializing In
OLD AND NEW
Nine million words, 3,000th
• ICE CREAM
broadcast, nine years of service;
• PUMPKIN PIES
these were the phrases that ush
ered in Richfield's new cast on
• NOVELTY MOLDS
2047 PACIFIC AVE.
Jean Strong, vice-president of
Tuesday night. The program was
Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry
•
John
Stevensoh
is
a
young
•Just the thing to add the dis
the P. S. A., has announced that
originally aired through the in
tinctive touch to your holiday
comparable Sam Hayes who is man who thinks in terms of the a P. S. A. sport dance will be
Make your Christmas shop
dinner.
one of the glibbest talkers over problems of other young men held tonight in the gym follow
ping easy with our layaway
ON PACIFIC AVE.
the ether waves. The hour-long and women. On Sunday after ing the Jaysee game with Mo
plan.
DIAL 2-2830
noon at 2:30 he is going to talk desto. Although the dance is
program brought in congratula
with many young people at a planned for the benefit of the
tions from all the important
meeting in the S. C. A. on the Jaysee students, everyone is in
•
—•
hews centers in the world; Lon
subject, "What is the World Out vited. The admission being one
don Berlin, Washington, New
Union
Oil
Products
reach of Christianity?"
TRY THE—
student body card per couple.
, Rome. We extend our VOLUNTEE K
Dancing
will
be
from
nine
to
congratulations to R i c h f i e l d
Mr. Stevenson visits Pacific as one o'clock to the music of
ws and wish them continued
one working in the Student Vol George Wilson's band. This will
success.
unteer Movement, an interde
Hollywood is out to prove that nominational group interested in be the last dance held in the gym
they aren't a bunch of lame the world scope of Chrisitian before basketball season.
brains grown into one of the activities. His meeting this Sun
CHINESE, AMERICAN
leading culture centers in these day will be with a group of cam
Dr. Spaulding
BUNCHES — DINNERS
united States. They deny the pus students and young men and
Pacific and Castle
t^lat
their children are women from church groups Ml To Speak
•The Taste Will Tell"
laf. but Lord
Fauntleroys over the city.
Phone 2-9010
Ph. 3-M51
24114 Pacific Are.
Shlrle>' Temples with cute
But all young people are urged
Dr. Hildegarde Wassa Spauld
les and no brains. And for to attend and hear Mr. Steven ing, noted psychiatrist in Family
ORDERS TO TAKE OUT
jour information this is the son who, as recently as May, Relations, will speak on the phySo™ City's P™of: "Holly- 1940, graduated from the Uni sicalogical influence upon the psy
yoou Showcase" and "Hollywood versity of California at Berkeley chological aspects of family life
bt"h °"
a member of" the Honor So at the Household Art and Science
«SrIyB.?a,rty'l
FOLLOW THE
the youngsters to ciety in mathematics.
ProveTV
club meeting next Wednesday
nJLth®lr abilities; and the "I PAST ACTIVITIES
CROWD
night in the Home Economics
All during his college life Mr. lounge, room 212 Weber hall.
CPKi f^T, program over KNXDRIVE
IN TO
Pi'ova IS
*or the elders to Stevenson was active in Student
All members are asked to be
Christian
Association
work.
For
Worth
worth. Ail of them
present. The fneeting will start
tainin^ Pro^arns and truly enter- the last year he has been chair promptly at 7:45.
man of the Pacific Southwest Re
SlDE-GLANCES
gional Council of Christian AsoThe Vatican has charged that
CB<?le.<Tjrs*; sensation of the new sociations, delegate to two an
8-vpa,- Fpiiywood Showcase" is nual meetings of the National In Germany is violating the 1933 \
BREAKFAST — LUNCH
I
Stan w°rth. Here is tercollegiate
Christian Council, concordat by discouraging Cath )
a"m
Barbecued Sandwiches
>
Fountain Drinks
cxceim0?1 sensation; for he's an and student treasurer of the Na olic colleges.
1712 PACIFIC
DIAL 3-2472
the
Pianist> and expert on tional Council of Student Chris
A $90,000 boiler is being com
riiia ^lpet' trombone and oca- tian Associations.
the Program he feaAt U. C. he was a member of pleted at the University of Idaho.
'ured Phone
r?lant over-sized Sousa- the University Y. M. C. A. Cabi
das t° climb inside
net, and President of the co-op
'he n,
10
get t0 the mouth- erative house, Oxford Hall. At
Piece 'pro
double t
reports him to be "a the present time he is a candi
virtuos-r,
",6 and triple-tongue date for missionary service un
a P°ssessor of an der the Board of Foreign Mis
dnusuaii
Stron2 diaphragm, sions of the Presbyterian Church.
'DISTINCTIVE
There's
one thing Stan wants
tor ph •
CORSAGES"
Lubrication by
Students at the University o£
That ^
—a biggei horn."
ROY COOPER
llf-xt time. thirty f°r now until Georgia "mail" 25 unaddressed
"Bull" Durham
letters and post ^cards daily, ac
9
pj,.
cording to the Athens postmaster.
Campus Representative
ls
va
10
C
rd , ,f J ey, former great Har109 N. Sutter
ing aaitback and coacli, is pilotA new naval science depart
SHELL SERVICE
Aiiet
Bears r.< the ment ha# been opened at Brown
1;0,,' Boston
1928 Pacific Ave.
Phone 4-4613
2302
PACIFIC AVE.
'ican pro league
universp:

JOHNNIE'S
MEAT MARKET

Young Leader
Addresses
S. C A

SPOR/DANCE
TONIGHT

KING
Jeweler

CHimSB

VALLEY
FLORAL CO.

BLEWETT'S

KftXWSK

Bill Lunt

HOBBS
BATTERIES

DRINK and
SNACK at

SIBLEY E. BUSH

t
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Young Violinist In
Tuesday Recital
Miriam Solovieff, Gifted Musician,
Plays In Artist Series
The audience, which will assemble next Tuesday
evening, December 3rd, at 8:15 P. M. in the Conservatory
Auditorium, will be greatly favored.
Another in the series of artist recitals as announced
by Dean John Gilchrist Elliott, will be presented. This
time youth is represented by Miss* ,
Miriam Solovieff, talented violin study, Mr. Persinger arranged the
ist. She is a California girl, claim New York debut for Miss -Solo
ing San Francisco as her birth vieff, who was only 15 at the
time. Critics from staff of the
place.
When onlj 11 years of age, Mi New York Times recognized her
riam made her debut as guest as a person with extraordinary
artist with the Los Angeles Phil talent and predicted a brilliant ca
harmonic Orchestra. Her first ap reer for her.
pearance showed the talent and WAR PREVENTS TOUR
sparkle of her personality which ~ A short while later her talent
was reflected in her playing. The was to be displayed in the con
following season she received an cert halls of Europe. A tour was
invitation to play under Ossip Ga- planned with concerts to be given
brilowitsch at the Hollywood in England, France, Holland and
Bowl, where an audience of 19,- the Scandinavian countries. Gath
000 shared the opinions of previ ering war clouds in Europe were
ous audiences; that an artist had responsible for her return to the
played for them; an artist only 12 United States, where many Amer
ican concert goers have thrilled
years of age.
to her artistry.
STUDIED AT JUIIJLIAliD
Newspapers, especially in the
On the strength of these Iwo
East where many of her concerts
appearances, which caused com
have taken place, have all been
ment in musical circles, she was
enthusiastic in their opinions of
awarded a scholarship at the
Miss Solovieff.
Juilliard School of Music. Her
In the opinions of her critics
teacher was Louis Persinger, who
they offer such phrases as "one
boasts Yehudi Menuhin as one of
of the most copiously gifted and
his talented and world-famous pu
proficient of younger American
pils.
violinists," "exceptional dash and
After a period of intensive brilliance," "full, resonant tones
always at her command with fi
ery impact," "security of techni
FORTY-NINE DRUG CO. que." "excellent feeling for melo
dramatic contour," and "excel
Main & EI Dorado. Ph. 2-4883
lence of musicianship."
Poplar JL Yosemile. Ph. 2-5143
CRITICS PRAISE
Everything to be found in a
So from the impartiality of the
First-Class Pharmacy
newspapers we find their critics

RENT A TYPEWRITER OR BUY

All Makes—New—Used

SPECIAL STUDENT RATES
See Us Before You Buy

S T A N D A R D

:UO WBBER

DIAL e-a62T

HEADQUARTERS
FOR REFRESHMENTS
O N T H E CAMPUS

THE CUB HOUSE

Candid Snaps
Wanted For
Naranjado
December 1 is the deadline for
any pictures of events that too
place during the months of Sep
tember, October and November
to be turned in to Beverly Wright
Bastian, editor of the Naranjado.
Informal shots and candid pic
tures of the different social
events or activities of those
months are to be turned in on or
before this date so that the pic
tures may be gone over and the
best selected for publication.
Students are also reminded of
the Naranjado Exhibit in the Li
brary. The first yearbook, The
Orange," down through the years
of yearbooks and a rough dum
my that gives a preview of this
year's book are all included in
the exhibit.
giving accounts of praise for this
young violinist. These accounts do
not rest with the usual "average
coverage" remarks, but employ
adjectives which are to be reckon
ed with.
Musical Stockton and the Col
lege of the Pacific are fortunate
to be favored with such a person
ality as this. With all that has
been said, plus a review of her
program, none will want to miss
this spectacular eevnt.
Miss Solovieff's program con
sists of the following numbers:
* i.

Sonata in A major
Vivaldi
Sonata in B flat major ....Mozart
l#argo—Allegro
Andante
Allegretto

H-

Concerto in D minor ......Sibelius
Allegro moderato
Adagio di melto
Allegro, ma non troppo
INTERMISSION
III.
Sonata
Debussy
Allegro vivo
Intermede
Finale

IV.
J. v «

Jota
Be Falla
Saltarelle
Wieniawski
Piece en forme de Habanera ....
.. Ravel
Scherzo
Komaneyetz
Carl Fuerstner at the piano.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
December 15—The Stockton Ju
nior college and College of the
Pacific Chorus and Orchestra will
present "The Messiah." J. Rus
sell Bodley, director. 3:30 p. m.
January 24—Thirteenth Annual
Band Frolic. Band concert to be
followed by "acts" .staged by the
living groups of the various dor
mitories, raternities and sorori
ties. Admission 25c. Robert B.
Gordon, director.

Operated by
—Associated Women's Students
—Employing Student Help

"WHERE YOU MEET EVERYBODY'

Blue Ribbon Dairy
SERVING

Our Products
AT

YOLLAND ICE
& FUEL CO.

"Cub House"

Telephone 6-6966

Let Me

P.S.A.
Dance

DO A GOOD
WASH JOB

in the new gymnasium!
after the Junior College!
game.

On Your Car

Music by

ICE
COAL
WOOD
FUEL OIL
DIESEL OIL
STOVE OIL
CEMENT
LIME
BRICK
PLASTER '
SAND
ROCK
GRAVEL

INCORPORATED

Stockton, California
Office:
830 S. California

FRIDAY NIGHT

GEORGE.WILLSON

Gay "L'l Abner" Yokum's

SEASIDE
HARDING AND MONROE

448 West Fremont
Phone 8-8813

Gals Fix Fancy
Fruit Cake
For All
Fruit cake, delicious fruit( cake
J
had for the buying! Just
think of it. No fuss, no backaches^
no worry. The Household Art and
Scienc^club will do the job for
vou-and with a Pepsodent smile.
Sale of these fruit cakes begins
next Monday at 8:55 in room 210
of Weber Hall. They can be had
for the money ($1.25 each per 3L
pound cake, wrapped and ribbon
ed) from the hours of 8:55 to
-11.40- 1:30 to 4:15 on Monday
and Wednesday; 12:35 to 3:00 on
Thursday. Dodge the mob and be
Johnny on the spot.
Busily engaged in this note
worthy enterprise are students in
the foods classes. The sale is an
annual event of the Household
Art and Science club.

S T A G E
STRUCK

BLOCK P
GIVES
SHOW
"Lung-Buster" Lew Ford
Brings Down House
At Yesterday's Assembly
Dr. Eiselin didn't re
. cord as.
sembly attendance in
his litti.
black book yesterday. Why' J
cause The Block "P" took ovel
and for a thin dime gave Ti
Town citizens a show well woh
the price of admission.
Lew Ford, seen by students |„
role of a track star thes
Past
few years at Pacific, wore a dif
ferent make-up for this special oc.
casion. "Lung buster Lew" hadJ
had—turned vocalist! "•
Virginia
Briggs ought to be publicly
thanked for helping the Block "P"
men present this program.

J

Proceeds from the program g0
into their fund for the annual
seen a green pair of glasses run Sports Day and Dinner for visit,
ning around on a pair of ears - ing athletes from high schools
it's only La Wheeler going Hol and junior colleges from all over
lywood. (At least as long as she central California. The idea of
was directing her play.) Not only this sports day is to try and en
had she glasses, but she wore a courage star athletes from other
pair of slacks and was sporting
schools to attend Pacific and
a sweat-shirt Now, if she only
Stockton J. C. instead of wander
had a Peke on a long leash!
ing far afield.
Have you ever noticed the pre
Invitations are sent the various
cise, clipped vernacular of Bar
bara Cadden? the Cosmopoli schools by the society and
tanism (ouch) of Warren Mohr? through the hard work of Sports
the soothing voice of Phyllis Publicity Director Bob Monagan,
More? the intolerance of Jim to come and visit our campus, our
Kielty when a cue is dropped? buildings, and inspect our athletic
James Irwin trying to say good facilities.
night—and watching out for
The big day is always held in
Peeping Toms?
the spring when the campus is at
EWING MOTHERS 'EM
its prettiest. There are various
Hal Ewing has been doing the sports events in the morning and
make-up for many neophite act a football game in the afternoon
ors and actresses in the present between the varsity, who is just
Studio Theatre production, and finishing spring practice at that
a god job he has been doing. But time, and the alumni.
in doing so, he looks like a
The dinner is then held that
mother hen trying to keep a flock evening in the SCA building with
of ducks from going in the water.
speakers, guests, and moving pic
He gets so perturbed.
HUNI says: Paris has changed tures. In the past this has been
hands again. No, not Paris, thoroughly enjoyed and has been
France, but that guy Paris in a great help to the school.
The Block "P" should be com
ROMEO AND JULIET. Jack
Holmes will now be the new mended on the spirit with which
Paris. Can he take Paris like they have gone to work on this
Hitler took Paris? We'll see.
program—their bit to help Pat'Remark of the Week: Dick fic become stronger.
"Mrs. Malaprop" Schneider was
caught up on this one: "When I
get rich I'm going to give a
DOWery to COP's Little Thea Asilomar Soon
tre." What does he want to do?
Marry the place?
(Continued Jrom page V
For Sprook's sakes, Dixie Lee,
where is your costume? What? given a chance to be an integral
Well, tell me when I get back— working part of the group,
I gotta lab.
well as giving individuals a _
ter chance at wider contac
Enrollment at Los Angeles City members of other collegia e
college, restricted because of the gations. The cost for the we
crowded campus conditions, is fun and study is nominaldown 12.8 per cent.
tration fee of $5.00 and boar
room $11. For furtherr
^
University of Idaho recently ob tion on this score, see Bi
tained a largg portrait of the late man, or Miss Margaret C
Senator William E. Borah.
The Asilomar Planning
- mittee of the Pacific camp ^
Delegation has made P a
an afternoon Matinee o
^
mar Motion x-iciuj-*-Pictures -t°
4(
nesday afternoon, Decern1* ^
at 4:20. Light refreshments
be served. This program
lutely free, and all stu
urjous
are at all interested or
That it may be twenty-one about the conference are
^
shopping days until Christ ly invited to attend.
ATTENDING
,annjjg
mas, but it is only twelve THOSE
Among the studentss P gjl
school days before the closing to attend are Jean *o , ^
of school for the holidays. Thomas, Bill KennedrL W
Ing
Come in and see the nice dis Workman, Lorraine VLjgart,
berta Thomas, Mae
pr,
play of College Jewelry, Sta Dick Ulrey, Grant ColU n'<j #•
-jyjjss
tionery, Pennants, and Novel Eckart, (an Asilomar r
ea g -eiyn
Me
leader
for
this
y
v
ties before you return to Margaret Campbell, an
your home for the holidays. Gove.
(Continued jrom page t)

Your Uncle Heine
Says:

Tie. College
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Solves Bow To
figers, 24-6

Rage

BOTH TEAMS SCORE

QUINTET
MEETS
ALUMNI

VVind Is Twelfth Bengal Play er
|n Turkey-Day Upset
that ,ol<1
Believe it or
« i s far from bcing cxtm£»"she<l

Inaugurating the 1940-4 L sea
son the Pacific basketball squad
will make its debut on the night
of December 7th against the ag
ing Alumni.
Probably the most unique as
pect of the game will be the start
ing alumni squad, which is the
same squad that took the floor
the night the old gym was dedi
cated. If any of you remember the
old gym you can imagine how
long ago that was.
This starting alumni team, per
haps a bit slower on the pivot, a
little less accurate on their shots,
will be composed of Stark, and
Collis at forward; Easterbrook at
center and Wood and Robertson
at the guard positions.
An effort is being made to se
cure "Swede" Righter, who is now
at Burlingame
High school.
Swede was the coach of Tigers
that year and his presence would
complete the picture.
The Jaysees will tangle with
Modesto in the opener of the
double header. Ptwific takes on
two barnstorming teams before
the holidays. The Sun Lumber
quintet from Beverly Hills on
the 14th, and the New Mexico
state college squad on the 16th.

in the Tiger town
mu<"h as it seemed

waning games of the season.
by » strong- wind, the spark kindled and
Fanned
t into a raging inferno to singe the Reno Wolves

ele.

(li,ri,.lg

the

• the Turkey-day fracas in#
f «stadium last Thursday.
vada 26 on the first play after
. . Pacific kickoff, and PaiADANS SCORE
A stagg finally stumbled fic in nine plays scored, start
APeking combination, with ing and finishing with a pass
nnrl "Rill
cnt° Frisholtz1 kicking and
from Thomas to Plocher just
Bill
running,
as the gun sounded for half
and
Somas' passing
time.
Sped off by Mart Bloher's TWICE IN THIRD
, ... Dass catching that had the
In the third quarter with the
vrce crowd of 2700 people
6f'
wind still with them Pacific
hint? their hearts back down
r?X»°s more Iton a lew scored two more touchdowns.
The first ame when Big Bob
^es throughout the game.
Ijams blocked a punt on the Ne
Starting out like a blue thun
vada 32-yard stripe. On the first
derbolt, Nevada in the first
play Bicycle Bill Thomas gained
niinnte and a half scored with
29, then Jack Frisholtz packed
shocking suddenness before the
it over from the two. The next
Bengals began to get a foothold
came by another blocked kick,
with an end around by Elwyn
where the Tiger took over on the
Trigero. The plaee kick like all
Sagebrusher's 32. Thomas arthe others in the game w as not
ried the mail for 16 yards, and on
food,
the next session of plays "Jolt
THOMAS TO PLOCHER
ing Jack" Frisholtz went over
Pacific made two tallies in the for the final score of the game.
second quarter when they ob
The wind favored the visitors
tained advantage of the wind. in the final period, but the
The first starting on Nevada's
strong running attack they dis
48 and in four plays the pass
played in the first quarter had
combination
of
Thomas
to exhausted itself, and they failed
Plocher set up the chance Pacific
to make any headway. A fran
was waiting for and Tommy Oletic passing attack found the
ta sneaked over from the seven,
Tigers well prepared and was
tieing the ball game up good and
broken up before the midfield
tight.
stripe was reached. As the gun
With the dust hardly settled
sounded Pacific had possession
from the first score Dean Gay
of the ball and was again on
recovered a fumble on the Ne
the march.

S

MODESTO, JAYSEES
MEET TONIGHT
Champion Cubs To Tussle With High
Calibre of Fred Earle's Opposition
Coach Doug Dashiell closes • determination and fight to the
Ihe book on his 1940 champion
entire team.
Though the tussle with Modes
ship Cubs tonight, transforming
to has no bearing on the confer
the ceaseless whirl an dtension
ence standings and cannot in any
of a great season into more
way blemish the excellent record
statistical history. The Jaysees
of the Cubs, the game promises
meet Modesto in Baxter Stato be a fitting climax to the sea
"mm at eight o'clock.
son. The feeling between the two
Pl AV LAST GAME
schools always borders on out
liif!* p\ayers if the starting right hostility, and nothing would
for ts Mil1 don JaYsee uniforms please Modesto's avaricious men
time 6 laSt time- Stockton's all- tor, Fred Earle, more than to up
andvfU^rds' Charley Blackwell set all the mechanical finesse of
paulding; the two main- Stockton Jaysee's highly touted
ttavs
don a°, uhe pony backfield, Gor- ground attack.
kiao- S0?e and Charles Mo- BAD SEASON
The Pirates boast an aggregate
art
, erlin£ end Ted Stewweight of 187 pounds to the man
inal Perform
tac'ee as
as Tiger their
Cubs.
in both line and backfield, and
fein°nd Hebbr°n, although he point with pride at their enor
?ame!!^Indjbon
P^y in the mous 240-pound tackle, Anthony
'"night k
acting captain Demetro, who is the terror of all
iiijr th ccause of his fine play- offensive wingmen.
It is undeniable that Modesto
ni"r f ,?ne Ut tw° yea^ of Juthe m*,. e&e ball, and because has not enjoyed a very brilliant
""Id aiiT"*P
ytebbron on the season, but the calibre of their
»certainS' ** nothing else can, opposition has been far superior
-^^""Perceptible spark of to that of the champion Cubs.

7

The above action photographs depict the first two
scoring plays o fthe Turkey-Day Nevada-Pacific contest.
In the upper view TOMMY OLAETA, Bengal field gen
eral, is slicing off tackle for the points which tied up
the game in the second half. In the lower view, EL
WYN TRIGERO is starting on an en-around which
netted the Wolves their only score early in the game.

MUSTANGS
SCHEDULED
The first scheduled and prob
ably most important Tiger grid
opponent of the '41 season is
Southern Methodist University.
The contest will be played on
October 11 in Tyler, Texas, un
der the sponsorship of the Rose
Festival Athletic Association of
that city.
Arthur B. "Bud" Boeringer, AllAmerican center at Notre Dame
14 years ago, still keeps in as
good condition as any of. the Uni
versity of Detroit linemen he
coaches.
BOB

Groceries
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Fruits
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Gaia-Dehicchi

American and Channel
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925 N. Wilson Way

Dial 4-4695
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See Campus Representatives

• Rhizomia
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• Men's Hall

Ed Denney
Roger Cross
Don Jackson
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Service by

and

Willson
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Steel
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CALIFORNIA AT MINER

FOR XMAS

Send the Pacific Weekly home to your folks
for the rest of the year.
They will appreciate getting the news from
school regularly each week.
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Stitched Bottoms
Slash Pockets
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BUCKET HATS
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Stitched
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Nevada's "Gone With the
Wind" Wolves, following their
unexpected trouncing by the
Bengals, nominated Tackle Bob
I jams, and Halfback Bill Tho
mas as being among the most
outstanding players faced by
the Wolves in their current
campaign.
FADE OUTS
This action indicated the upand-down play of members of the
squad and also of the entire sea
sonal record. These players were
not highly regarded after the No
tre Dame game; others, then pub
licized, have now faded from the
picture, either because of injury
or inability.
The seasonal record exhibits a
similar curving. After a good
game against the Irish, the squad
suffered a let down in ensuing
contests. The Wolf game marked
an improvement for the Tigers.
GKID WINDUP
The final home game of the sea
son takes place tonight when the
once-beaten, once-tied Cubs meet
the Modesto Panthers, a strong A
division squad. With this contest,
the second year of Jaysee coach
ing by Doug Dashiell, known inti
mately as "Dashing Doug," will
end.
He whipped a formidable
team into shape last year, con
tinued tutoring most of them
this, and w,on the B division
championship the first year of
Stockton- competition. .
ADEPTNESS
His duties were not without the
usual run of injuries, hard luck
and close victories. He continu
ally showed an adeptness in
changing his lineups to fill va
cancies. His fast breaking attack
entirely suited his small pony
backs.
To lanky Jack Toomay goes
the honor of reporting most of
the out-of-town contests. He also
filled a capacity as helper to
Coach Dashiell. His first hand
reports brought to WEEKLY
readers a freshness and vivity
so often, lacking in run-of-the
mill sports accounts, especially
in week-old football stories.
VARSITY TRAVELS
Entering the home stretch in a
none-too-successful season, the
varsity gridders tackle Chico
there this afternoon. Next Thurs
day, they travel to San Diego to
compete with the powerful Ma
rines. Although favored, the Ben
gals will not have won the Wild
cat-encounter until the final gun.
The Chico outfit is playing an inproving brand of ball and are
primed for an upset.
However, the servicemen of San
Diego should easily whip the Pa
cific group, making the Tiger sea
sonal record four wins against
five losses.
Last season, the Bengals broke
even with six wins, six losses and
one tie. Only an upset win over
the Marines, a seemingly impos
sible feat, can put the record in
the black side of the ledger this
year.

JAYSEES
CLINCH
TITLE

The magic of Keichi Ogasawara's right toe wrote a story
of championship into the pages
of Jaysee football Thanksgiv
ing eve. A field goal from the
thirteen yard line by the husky
guard brought the Tiger Cubs
a 3-0 victory against Marin J.
C., as well as the conference ti
tle.
SMITH RECOVERS
The score materialized after a
series of fumbles—the last of
which was recovered by Bob
Smith on the Marin 18-yard stripe.
From there Johnny Brown cut
through tackle twice or a first
down on the six, but in three
more tries the Cubs could gain
nothing. Then it was that Ogasawara socked the pigskin flush
between the crossbars, and in so
doing won the Jaysees the confer
ence crown in their first year as
members.
No less than six times did the
Baby Bengals menace the Marin
ers' goal from varied points with
in the 30-yard line, but Coach
Doug Dashiell's delicate offensive
mechanism, wron by the tear of
a long hard season, failed each
time breathlessly short of the
payline.
CLIMACRUNNER
<
In the final seconds of the first
half, the Cubs got the ball on
their own 46. In two quick, bril
liantly executed passes, the irst
a sweet 27-yarder from Grahlman
to Dunham and the second a pitch
for 23 yards from Grahlman to
Dave Livie—the locals were on
the six-inch line. But the half was
over.
In the third quarter the Bottari-coached Kentfielders made
their bid for victory by shaking
loose their break-away halfback
Tony Reis, who reeled off five
first downs inside Stockton ter
ritory without ever reaching the
goal line.
FINEST KICKER
The aggressive play of Bob
Smith, 220-pound tackle, provided
Stockton two chances to score and
prevented much ground attack on
the part of Marin. Great Guard
Charley Blackwell decisively outkicked Marin's Bob Abbott.

MARINES
TRAIL
BENGALS

The Tigers still hold a onegame margin over the United
States Marines. However, two
ties tell of the closeness of the
rivalry.
COP
Marines
1930
13
20
1934
21
6
1935
20
0
1936
0
0
1937
14
14
1938
14
6
1939
0
14
Total
82
60
Pacific—won 3, lost 2, tied 2.
In 1905 Michigan ran up 495
points in 11 games without being
scored on, then lost to Chicago
2-0.

Rutgers University has an
nounced that all service men in
uniform will be admitted free to
all of their indoor athletic events.
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SPECIAL
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C O. P.-Chico Today;
Marines Thursday

Wildcats Out
To Skin Tigers

Service Men
Are Favored

WINGMAN

The heavily favored Tiger 11
travels to Chico today in a re
newal of its eighteen-year ri
valry with the Wildcats. The
Chico aggregation has steadily
improved throughout the sea
son and is prepared to stage an
WILDCATS FAVORITES
Opinion is prevalent in the
northern "city that the Wildcats
will whip the Bengals, thus
knocking the Stagg squad out of
a Far Western Conference cham
pionship.
The Tiger feam leaves at 8:00
a. m. this morning; the game, or
iginally dated for tomorrow after
noon, is scheduled to begin at
2:00 p. m. today. A win in this,
the second and final conference
game, is needed to clinch the cup.
Pacific already has two legs on
the trophy, five being necessary
to retire it.
OUTPLAY AGGIES
The Wildcats have won three
games, lost two, and tied one for
a semi-successful season. Their
last game was a 12-6 loss to the
Cal Aggies (who lost a one-point
er to C. O. P.) However, the Chico
eleven completely outplayed the
Aggies and lost the ball game on
two fumbles, one of which was
recovered for a score.
With a 38-man squad the
Wildcats have a ten man advan
tage over the Tigers; also their
line outweighs the Bengals by
ten pounds to the man. The Pa
cific backfield enjoys a sevenpound advantage.
IRWIN OUT
Several Bengals received inju
ries which will prevent them from
competing in the final two games.
Jack Frishholz, sophomore half
back, received a broken collar
bone in the Nevada contest. A1
Irwin, senior guard, is confined in
the Infirmary with a serious in
fluenza ailment.
The punting duties will be
handled by either Seifert or Olaeta. Miller and Ward also show
some prowess.

WILDCATS
SEEK TO
DOUBLE
Remember the scare in 1938?
Chico will again be out to double
their win percentage.
Chico
COP
28
0
1921
28
0
1922
0
7
1923
7
0
1924
7
25
1925
20 •
6
1926
0
14
1928
/ 12
6
1929
forfeit to COP
1930
27
6
1931
14
20
1932
14
0
1933
7
1934
6
20
1935
0
20
1936
0
13
1937
0
20
1938
13
31
1939
'6
Total
307
70
Pacific—Won 17, lost 1, tied 0.
The lure of the greenbacks has
taken Tennis Star Alice Marble
Fair Alice will swing a profes
sional racquet on a tour with
Budge and other former amateur
greats.
Pat O'Dea of Wisconsin drop

Following their Chico con
test, the Bengals travel tn
San Diego, meeting the San
Diego Marines next ThiK
day at 8 p. m. The game is
eleventh annual meeting Spon.
sored by the Elks for charity.
POWERFUL UNIT
With his unbeaten and untied
1939 squad as a nucleus, Marine
Coach Lieut. Col. Hall, has built
a powerful unit of the 52 squad
members. After losing their sea.
son's opener to Oregon, the Devil
Dogs have thoroughly cleaned up
on all competition, amassing the
total of well over 150 points to
only a third that number for their
opponents.
Among squads which they have
defeated are Montana University,
San Diego, and Pomona. After
counting six times in the first
half of the Montana contest, the
Devildogs coasted in the final
half, 39-20.
The Marines are e.xpected to
Pass snatching Marine put on an exhibition of punting,
ace is 190-pound 6-foot and passing the like of which
BOB RIDDELL, former col has not been attained by any
lege star.
of the other Tiger opponents,
Their squad is liberally sprin
kled with former college and
Probable Lineups university
stars.
. CHICO
PACIFIC
BENGAL DEFENSE LOSS
Ellmore
Boyarsky LER
The Bengal defense is expected
Lewis
LTR
Ijams
to
suffere from the injury to
Claywood
LGR
Gay
Palmiter- Frishholz, the only consistent
C
Dow
punter.
Yount
McGowan RGL
Probable Marine lineup is Foos
Kemp
RTL
Vaughn
and RiddeU at ends; Patch and
Farley
Jacobsen REL
Lang (Capt.) Krause, tackles; Dale and CowQ
Olaeta
sert, guards; Klinck, center; LofFreitas
Thomas- RHL
tin, quarter; Spang and Watson,
Favero
Seifert
LHR
halves; and Roise, full.
Welch
Mears
F
The most points ever scored in
George .Gipp, who is remem
one
season by a single player
bered as the greatest of the Notre
Dame greats, died at the age were by J. C. Leach of V. M. IHe scored 210 points back in 1920.
of 25.
Although the University of Chi
Penn State, rated one of the cago has dropped football, it st
best teams of the year, does not holds the most "Big Ten ' cham
offer athletic scholarships.
pionships.

Grand Opening
Rainbow

Friday, Saturday, Sunday Specials
—o—o—o —o—o—o—o—
Hot Fudge Do-Nut A la Mode
—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—

Jumbo Ice Cream Soda and 2 Do-Nuts

15C

—o—o—o—o—o—o—o-—

Dozen No-Nuts—Pint Ice Cream and
Package Cottage Cheese
—O

O

O—-O

? «,

'

O—o—o—

Hot Turkey Sandwich—Cranberry Sauce,
French Fries, Do-Nut and Coffee .

DRIVE IN SERVICE
VCIFIC AVE.
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